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Abstract: This paper presents an extensive literature review on the field of condition-based
maintenance (CBM). The paper encompasses over 4000 contributions, analysed through bibliometric
indicators and meta-analysis techniques. The review adopts Factor Analysis as a dimensionality
reduction, concerning the metric of the co-citations of the papers. Four main research areas have been
identified, able to delineate the research field synthetically, from theoretical foundations of CBM;
(i) towards more specific implementation strategies (ii) and then specifically focusing on operational
aspects related to (iii) inspection and replacement and (iv) prognosis. The data-driven bibliometric
results have been combined with an interpretative research to extract both core and detailed concepts
related to CBM. This combined analysis allows a critical reflection on the field and the extraction of
potential future research directions.
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1. Introduction

The complicated nature of modern engineering systems and manufacturing processes is increasing
rapidly. Consequently, managing the reliability of the systems becomes challenging in modern
dynamic operational settings [1]. In this context, condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a leading
strategy for the scheduling of maintenance interventions, in contrast to more traditional solutions
relying on time-based maintenance (TBM) [2]. Reflections on CBM implementation can be found
since the 1970s [3–5]. Since its early implementations, the need for collecting information when
the system is in operating conditions has been recognized (i.e., Condition Monitoring, CM) [6].
Such information generally ensures a reduced number of interventions, if compared to TBM. CM is
defined as the monitoring of one or more meaningful parameters to model the performance of
the considered systems and to identify changes potentially linked to future failures. This is a crucial
step for ensuring proactive monitoring and resource optimization of repair interventions, to limit
performance losses. CBM is considered as the optimal maintenance strategy to be adopted when a
failure or the degradation process can cause important economic losses [7].

An optimal CBM strategy has the potential to generate important benefits for the competitiveness
of industrial companies, even in the modern industrial systems (e.g., increasing system availability
and consequent benefits for safety management [8], reducing maintenance costs [9], increasing product
quality [10]).

Since CBM is a well-established research field, the presence of previous literature reviews is not
surprising. One of them reviews worldwide CBM industrial practices, introducing basic concepts
such as the necessity for planned maintenance, the role of CM and the difference between prediction
and diagnosis up to 1994 [11]. Other papers review the techniques commonly adopted to monitor
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the condition of mechanical systems and the decision models up to 1993 [12] as well as a more
modern state-of-the-art about data integration for CBM [13] or the statistical data-driven approaches
for the prediction of remaining useful life (RUL) [14], respectively dated 2009 and 2011. Further papers
review a specific area of CBM implementation, such as prognostics and health management [15–18],
aircraft engine health management [19], vehicle health management [18], punching/blanking of
sheet metal [20], CBM strategies for multi-component systems [21] or the prognostics of the rotating
machines [22].

Nowadays, there is a lack of a global analytical review that analyses the field of CBM in its entirety
from a thematical and temporal perspective. As far as the authors know, this manuscript proposes
the first meta-analysis in the context of CBM.

This article investigates available research on CBM, by an extensive review of the literature
published over more than 40 years (first considered contribution dated back to 1976 [3]).
The meta-analytic perspective adopted in this study allows reducing the number of subjective choices
to those requested just for pragmatical reasons—restriction to Scopus database, the largest available
academic repository; the definition of parameters for bibliometric analyses; and the interpretative
labelling of the research areas.

In summary, this paper aims to explore literature in the field to provide an overview of the most
relevant research themes and potential future research directions.

For clarity purposes, a homogenous terminology has been adopted throughout the document.
Main terms and respective definitions are as follows:

• MAINTENANCE POLICY—all management activities that set requirements, objectives, strategies
and responsibilities for maintenance and implement them using management approach
(i.e., planning, control, supervision and improvement). Policies refer to a set of rules made
by the organization to ensure rational decision making.

• MAINTENANCE STRATEGY—management direction used to achieve maintenance objectives,
achieving a competitive and effective position in the market.

• MAINTENANCE PLAN—structured and documented set of commitments including activities,
procedures, resources and time required to perform maintenance activities.

These definitions are based on the UNI EN 13306:2018 [23]. Specifically, maintenance policy
follows the definition of maintenance management but maintenance strategy and maintenance plan
refer to the same concepts in the standard.

Structure of the Paper

Before getting to the core of the paper, to make it easier to read and understand the review,
the authors consider it appropriate to explain in detail the structure of the paper. The rationale behind
the structure given to the paper can be ascribed to two macro-motivations:

• the overall structure of the paper reflects the actual path followed by the authors for
the implementation of the presented literature review

• the presentation of the extracted research factors (RFs) follows what the authors consider to be
the logical path within CBM.

Detailing the sections of the paper, Section 2, that is, methodology, firstly describes in detail how
the papers were searched, as well as the database from which the papers were extracted. Secondly,
it describes the technique used to circumscribe the areas of interest within the CBM field and the reasons
for this choice.

In Section 3 instead, that is, findings from a systematic literature search and factor analysis,
the authors can primarily explain to readers the path taken for the selection and screening of the papers.
According to the selected papers, in this section the extracted factors and therefore the sub-areas in
the context of CBM reality, are stated.
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Section 4, that is, research factors, retraces the logical flow of thematic areas covered by
the identified RFs.

Finally, Sections 5 and 6 present the discussion of the conclusions drawn from the analysis
of the main areas of CBM. Based on these considerations, possible and desirable future research
developments on the topic are presented.

To summarize, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the bibliometric
approach adopted in this study; Section 3 presents a brief descriptive summary of the results, which
are extensively discussed in Section 4. Section 5 proposes critical reflections on the field and proposes
potential future research directions. Lastly, the conclusions summarize the outcome of the study.

2. Methodology

The literature search of this study considered the Scopus database, the largest abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed literature [24]. The selected key-search was set to include all the documents
proposing “condition-based maintenance” in the title, abstract or keywords, that is, TITLE-ABS-KEY
(“condition based maintenance”). The query has been run-up in July 2019.

The query results 4292 documents, that refer to different subject areas, mainly “Engineering,”
“Computer Science,” “Energy,” “Mathematics,” “Material Science,” “Physics and Astronomy,”
“Business, Management and Accounting” and “Decisions Sciences.”

Due to the multiplicity and the large number of contributions on CBM, it remains challenging
to understand and delineate the main areas of this research field by a priori choice. For this reason,
the authors decided to implement a meta-analysis approach based on bibliometric indicators.
The analysis of the co-citations of the papers is a common approach in this context since it enables
the comprehension of the connections between two or more papers [25]. Its main assumption is that if
two contributions are often co-cited, the same contributions most likely share a thematic concept [26].
This analysis is developed through an explorative Principal Component Analysis (PCA), that is,
a multivariate technique used for dimensionality reduction and the metric used for analytical proximity
is the count of the co-citations. The output of PCA is a set of factors or even “research factors” (RF)—a
set of documents that explore a shared thematic value. PCA is used to define the sub-fields of research
on CBM.

3. Findings from a Systematic Literature Search and Factor Analysis

Among the starting 4292 contributions, 465 contributions (10.83%) are never cited by other papers,
while 2619 of the cited contributions (61.02%) are never co-cited with other papers of the dataset.
Therefore, just 1208 papers in the dataset have been co-cited at least once.

The authors have decided to further refine the dataset, inserting a threshold of co-citations
for inclusion in text analysis. The threshold has been calculated based on the ratio between
the papers considered and the percentage of citations preserved. The 1208 considered papers
share 66,130 co-citations. Considering only the documents with at least 3 co-citations (i.e., using a
threshold of 2), the dataset can be reduced up to 386 hits. In this scenario, the obtained dataset contains
31.2% of the 1208 documents but keeping about 86% of total co-citations. Documents in the final
dataset have 69.92 average citations, which confirm the significance of the filtered contributions across
the research field.

In operational terms, a 386 × 386 co-citation matrix has been defined. This matrix constitutes
the input for a PCA with VariMax rotation to extract the minimum number of factors. Analytically,
a factor represents a linear combination of optimally weighted observed variables that account for a
maximal amount of variance in the observed variables, not accounted for by the preceding components
and uncorrelated with all of the preceding components [27]. The first ten factors include 378 papers
and explain 86.4% of the total variance (see Table 1), while the first four factors economically describe
the same phenomenon (75%).
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Table 1. Results of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for the first ten factors.

Factor Value Percent Cum% Ratio
1 138.902 36.0 36.0 1.403
2 98.884 25.6 61.6 2.991
3 34.007 8.8 70.4 1.889
4 18.004 4.7 75.1 1.495
5 12.043 3.1 78.2 1.275
6 9.443 2.4 80.7 1.181
7 7.9955 2.1 82.7 1.441
8 547 1.4 84.2 1.182
9 4.694 1.2 85.4 1.162

10 4.040 1.0 86.4 1.093

Based on previous research [27], the authors have chosen 0.3 as a threshold for significant
factor loading.

At this step, it is necessary to assign each document to the highest loaded factor (factor with
the highest value of factor loading, above the threshold). Subsequently, the authors read independently
the title, abstract and full text of the records to identify common themes of papers, as grouped in
factors. This step allows re-assigning some papers with multiple loadings to the more suitable factor
and shifting to the notion of research factors (cf. Section 2). Assessing thematical aspects, the authors
isolated 4 research factors covering different and complementary areas of CBM (cf. Section 5):

• Research factor 1: The fundamentals of CBM and its implementation
• Research factor 2: CBM strategies
• Research factor 3: Replacement and inspections management and plan and actual machinery

health state
• Research factor 4: Prognosis management and plan

The reduction of the number of research factors compared to the starting 10 PCA factor is justified
considering the reduced number of documents (as well as the minor explained variance, see Table 1).
The structure of the factors excluded from an in-depth thematical analysis has been kept summarizing
minor research contributions, where relevant (cf. Other, Section 4.5).

For the sake of completeness, it is necessary to better explain the management of the factors not
included in the 4 RFs presented:

• Factor 5, factor 7 and factor 9 are presented in Section 4.5 respectively as CBM for electrical
components, Maintenance scheduling for wind farms and Lot-sizing optimization for maintenance

• Factor 8 and factor 10 were relocated within one of the four RFs presented in the paper, that is, RF1,
RF2, RF3 and RF4. Factor 6 has been excluded due to the lack of articles attributed to this factor.

Figure 1 summarizes the proposed research methodology.
The temporal distribution of RFs clearly explains the trend of interest in the CBM field, providing

some observations. To simplify this analysis, Figure 2 shows the trend of contributions attributable to
each RF over the years. One can observe that the first included year is 1994 and the last is 2018.

• Besides the initial interest on standard themes about CBM (RF1 and RF3), there is a common
ground interest on these topics over the years

• RF2 is one of the most examined research themes, with a significant increase around 2008 and 2015
and opposite tendency over more recent years

• RF3 can be considered a saturated RF, as for only three contributions belong to it over the last
three years

• After 2008, RF4 raised significantly, becoming one of the most investigated CBM research areas in
terms of number of contributions
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• “Other” research topics seem to be attracting increasing interest in recent years
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Table 2. Analysis of the citations trend by RF.

Rf Minimum Number of Citations Maximum Number of Citations Average Number of Citations

1 3 543 56.75
2 3 253 51.50
3 3 307 48.41

4 * 5 772 85.57
other 7 99 24.75

* Note that the value referred to RF4 does not consider an outlier document presenting 2271 citations [2].

4. Research Factors

Figure 3 represents the logical flow of thematic areas covered by the 4 identified RFs. RF1 introduces
CBM, its theoretical fundamentals and main differences with other policies, as a support for policy
selection. Moreover, it defines the main steps to be carried out for its implementation, discussing all of
them except for prognosis, presented in RF4.Machines 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 28 
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RF2 further explores CBM at a more strategic level. Once CBM has been chosen as the organization
maintenance policy, it is necessary to select the best strategy which ensures its proper implementation.
Based on these considerations, the contributions in RF2 deal with such an issue, dividing substantially
between single-unit and multi-component systems. RF3 and RF4 deal with the planning phase
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of maintenance. RF3 deals with maintenance strategies based only on the actual health state of
the machinery and related activities of replacement and inspections. RF4 deals with strategies where
future state and useful life of the machinery are also modeled, that is, prognosis.

The following Sections 4.1–4.5 present each RF, specifying its contributions, outcomes
and limitations.

4.1. The Fundamentals of CBM and Its Implementation

This research factor includes 96 (of 386) contributions. Most contributions in this RF discuss
the fundamentals of CBM and its implementation, following either a theoretical or an operational
approach. The RF includes comparison studies between CBM and other maintenance strategies.

The contributions in this RF span over more than 20 years of research—1994 [11]–2016 [28–30].
The oldest one [11] reviews worldwide industrial practices on CBM, introducing basic concepts such
as the necessity of planned maintenance, the role of CM and the difference between prediction
and diagnosis. It also introduces the state of the art on automatic monitoring devices for
industrial machines.

A temporal evolution remains relevant within this factor. This latter starts with more general
contributions about performance indicators to be considered for building a maintenance strategy [31] or
the main techniques used for item monitoring [12]. Early research focused on general industrial settings,
without a specific machine-oriented contextualization. Later on, research interest in the construction
industry emerged [32,33].

4.1.1. Domain-Based CBM Fundamentals

The interest of the field enlarged in recent years including mainly but not limited to, (i) railway,
(ii) naval operations, (iii) nuclear plants, (iv) aviation.

The interest in railway maintenance is recently increasing due to the necessity to guarantee
both safety and availability of lines [28,34]. It is possible to differentiate between railway vehicle,
that is made up of several components and the identification of a failure root is neither obvious nor
unique [34] and railway infrastructure, that is difficult to maintain, due to the number of stakeholders
involved, the effects of weather or the designed for previous operating conditions [28]. The recent
increment in rail traffic causes more rapid degradation of railway tracks, that have a crucial role in
railway maintenance [28,34,35]. Railway tracks can affect maintenance costs, comfort, safety and overall
performance [28]. Despite the high costs of investment, the return in terms of reliability and maintenance
costs justifies the application of CBM in the railway area [36].

CBM in the naval field has to consider the impossibility of causing failures and considerable
difficulty in data collection [37]. Nowadays, interest for CBM in naval settings is primarily about
very expensive equipment such as propulsion systems [30] or more specifically on gas turbines or
coolers, compressors and fuel injection systems [37–39]. In this context, machine learning is reaching
valuable results for condition monitoring [30], especially through neural networks [37]. The main
areas of intervention for gas turbines, which can affect fuel consumption and pollution emissions [39],
are internal crank wash, fuel nozzles and lube oil filter replacement.

An outdated nuclear power plant has a higher cost for maintenance if compared to modern
generation ones because their decommission at the end of the licensing lives is cherished and the high
costs to satisfy energy demand and generate the required capacity [40]. Considering their characteristics,
the natural degradation phenomena of materials inside them and their correlation with the specific
driving stressors, that are the root cause of the degradation process [40,41], must be monitored
and controlled. Monitoring vibration signals may be helpful, for example, for the management of
motor position indication, the accelerator response and the dynamic force loading on the bearings [41].

CBM has been widely applied within the aviation domain. The first challenge is the integration
of data, distinguishing between onboard and offboard data sources [42]. In general, aviation health
monitoring systems are separated, generating costs and complexity [42]. Based on this, the integration
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between model-based diagnosis and prognosis could be useful, to synthesize them within the system
design [43]. Gas turbines are important components of the aviation systems, composed by a large
number of items and various levels of subsystems, that can be affected by hostile environments
and that show promising responses with artificial neural networks [44]. The relationships between
prognostics and health management technologies and servitization for aviation components should be
considered [18] because it can deeply reduce the risk connected with the latter [45].

Besides the previously mentioned contributions on CBM for turbines, further contributions
refer to their application for thermal plants as a response to the expansion of renewable energy
market [46], also for offshore wind farms [47]. Traditional CBM models developed for steady-state
situations should be revisited to consider the intermittence of the respective parameters [46], caused by
the necessity to compensate intermittent renewable energy sources. Over the years, these settings
proofed the superiority of data-driven approaches rather than physical-based ones [47,48], considering,
for example, neural networks for the diagnosis, especially when designed individually for specific
failure modes [44].

4.1.2. Meta-Dimensions of CBM Fundamentals

In addition to the proposed domain-based perspective, this RF encompasses contributions ranging
from pure theoretical papers towards more practical models for diagnosis implementation, besides
reviews that consider only specific sub-topic related to CBM, as mentioned in Section 1.

CBM implementation relies on four main steps, that is, physical description, functional description,
components prioritization, data handling, diagnosis and prognosis. Regarding data handling,
it is relevant to consider data collection, data analysis, decision-making and implementation, as collected
through eight relevant postulates [49]. The first steps refer to the comprehension of information
sources, subordinated to physical structure and functional aspects [29]. These latter constitute necessary
outputs for analyzing the symptoms and making interpretative sense out of them. The selection of
the most important systems and the most critical components precede the description of maintenance
tasks and general actions, that is, diagnosis and prognosis [50], which require periodic updates
for optimal setting [50,51]. The analysis of critical components connects CBM with the concept of
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), which enhances CBM with a specific focus on failure modes
analysis [29,52]. Based on these considerations, data fusion levels remain relevant [51]—starting from
signal-level fusion, including feature-level fusion up to decision-level fusion. Decision-making refers to
the prioritization of maintenance activities [53]. Every equipment has different reliability requirements,
safety levels and failure effects and needs different maintenance policies and strategies [54]. The decision
making process is a multi-criteria problem, acknowledging costs, safety, added-value, feasibility [54]
and risk [55]. The literature proposes the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for decision-making [54,56],
sometimes combined with different algorithms [55]. A fuzzy version of the AHP has been proposed as
well to include uncertainty analysis [54]. About diagnosis, some papers present practical suggestions
for its implementation concerning data mining and data processing. Four main areas can be identified,
that is, Bayesian models [57], Logical Analysis of Data (LAD) [58–60], Fuzzy model [61,62] and Neural
Networks [44,63–65]. The Hierarchical Bayesian approach helps with the uncertainty of degradation
data and maintenance activities, providing its quantification. Moreover, the Bayesian theory is the basis
for the particle filtering, that can powerfully process sequential signals, facilitating the prognosis [57].
LAD is a supervised learning data mining technique, based on combinatory and Boolean theory, to
find patterns in a binary database and generate decision functions without any statistical theory [59].
LAD affects the process of handling missing data and noise since it provides structured approaches
for the replacement of missing values by the Min-Max method [59]. LAD has been successfully
applied for the diagnosis of rotor bearings [58], as well as for the systemic identification of rogue
components [60]. Finally, LAD is completely transparent [59,60], with the possibility to find the root
causes for the categorization of each observation. Fuzzy models have been adopted for both diagnosis
and prognosis. Starting from traditional fuzzy inference systems based on if-then rules requiring
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manual tuning of parameters [61], more advanced approaches including fuzzy inference systems
and neural networks can enhance performance, simplifying the interaction with other business
functions [61]. The neuro-fuzzy approach overcomes the non-transparency of neural networks, which
involves a difficult interpretation of the resulting control law [62], as proved for CBM applications
in bearings management. Neural networks have been largely applied in CBM, even in terms of
decentralized artificial neural networks. These latter involve the use of a hierarchical approach based
on multiple neural networks, each of them specialized for a specific task [44]. The digression in
Fuzzy models can be improved with a neuro-fuzzy approach, also including self-organizing map
techniques. These latter are able to learn without having the corresponding class labels for the input
pattern and with unknown conditions can be activated where the previous neural classifier lose its
validity [64].

An interest in data gathering and data management, with associated data quality problems, can
be observed [66]. Poor raw data management can affect CBM implementation, as proved by a set of
wide reviews about data-driven approaches (from data preparation to sensitivity analysis) [47,66].
CM is central for ensuring correct data management [67] and relates to ICT (Information Communication
Technology) application, specifically of web and agent technologies [13]. After the data integration,
a correspondent technological support development is required, especially in contexts where assets are
geographically dislocated [13,68]. Even considering the publishing years of [13,67], respectively 2009
and 2008, one can assert that data management and its correlation with technologies is still an open
challenge. Sensor technologies have an important role for CM and they have been developed widely in
response to the monitoring of specific parameters (particularly for vibration, a largely used parameter
for CBM) and usability challenges (portability, non-contact and reduced size) [69]. The evolution
in sensor technologies is tightly linked to prognostics and health management, facilitating a more
powerful and cheaper data acquisition [67]. Prognostics and health management are defined as
methods and technologies to analyze the reliability of a product and understand potential failures,
mitigating risks. They represent a complex research area on CBM, affecting CBM effectiveness from
raw data gathering to item behavior forecasts [15,70]. Recently, they have been enhanced by artificial
intelligence [17]. One can observe that implementing maintenance correctly implies integrating three
policies, that is, corrective, preventive and CBM, depending on the role of items and associated
cost-effectiveness [32]. Focusing on CBM, it is essential to understand that it involves—and requires
integrated management of—various disciplines like data mining, artificial intelligence and statistics [71].
Production contexts must be considered for the effectiveness of CBM since they are differently affected
by CBM implementation [72]. The main areas of CBM are diagnosis and prognosis and the systematic
explorative integration of different data sources is the most challenging task [70].

4.2. CBM Strategies

This research factor includes 121 (of 386) contributions, which discuss CBM strategies through
practical examples, explaining the ones previously available or proposing variations of them.
As a complementary perspective to RF1, RF2 defines more details for CBM policy implementation,
with a distinction between single-unit systems and multi-component systems. The term single-unit is
used to depict a system with a unique unit or even a system with a unique critical component able to
sufficiently represent the entire system [73]. Multi-component systems refer to either a system with more
than one unit or a unit with multiple sub-components to be analyzed jointly [74]. Literature is mainly
focused on single-unit systems [75–79], even if recently multi-component systems are increasingly
investigated since they represent a more realistic setting [80–83]. Multi-component system analysis is
usually more demanding since it involves dependencies analysis between the various components
and even environmental settings [21,84–87]. Reproducing the strategy for a single-component system to
a multi-component system does not usually represent an optimal solution [88], that is, the superposition
property does not remain valid [80,89]—a single-unit strategy can be applied to a multi-unit system
only if there are no dependencies inside it.
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4.2.1. Single-Unit Systems

For single-unit systems, parameters are usually optimized as a primary function of maintenance
costs. This latter should be precisely assessed since production rate and capacity or availability could be
aspects to be prioritized under specific circumstances [90–92]. For this purpose, a dynamic maintenance
structure can be preferred to reduce uncertainty on measurements [93]. The most applied strategy
for single-unit systems refers to opportunistic maintenance, in which maintenance decisions usually
follow control-limit rules [90,94]. The presented strategy ensures that inspection time is optimized to
guarantee that the failure probability before the next inspection remains lower than an imposed limit
Q (0 < Q < 1), also considering environmental conditions [95].

4.2.2. Multi-Component Systems

This subsection refers to those components which require more sophisticated approaches, in light
of their numerosity and respective functionally intertwined properties [96].

Multi-component systems can be analyzed either at the system—or at a component-level. In the first
case, the predictive reliability of the system is determined as a function of the reliability of its components
and it drives preventive maintenance interventions. On the other hand, the component-level analysis
drives the identification of an optimal components grouping to ensure the optimal implementation of
the triggered systemic preventive intervention [86]. An intertwined perspective on these two levels
should encompass multi-level decision-making [97]. In this context, a two-stages approach has been
proposed as well—the first stage determines the maintenance strategy for each component, based on
the nature and the urgency of the problem; the second stage considers pre-determined maintenance
strategies for the individual components and aggregates them at the system level to minimize total costs
in light of risk tolerance of degradation behavior [98]. CBM is often compared with the ABR (Age-Based
Replacement), usually in terms of cost-savings [99]. A comparison of the difference for these strategies
in serial and parallel configuration reported how CBM outperforms ABR in parallel configurations
and vice versa for serial configurations, due to starving and blocking effects [100]. Further observations
remain relevant when comparing CBM and ABR, (e.g.,) maintenance worker constraints, external
maintenance workers with response time and a limited number of internal maintenance workers [100].
Such aspects pave the way to human-oriented analyses focused on human error during maintenance
interventions [101]. A proper CBM strategy development for multi-component systems profits in
prognostics and RUL information analysis [84,85,97,102–104]. In this context, the degradation level
of any component may affect the RUL of any other component in the system [85]. More specifically,
a relevant property of the RUL (i.e., monotonicity) allows converting the events of RUL associated
with quantity in degradation levels [103]. As such, RUL represents a valuable condition index to
make the maintenance actions more reliable [97], also ensuring dynamic information update [102].
Degradation processes acquire a central role for CBM implementation—required planning time,
imprecise conditional information and uncertainty of failure levels have a strong influence on
the strategy cost-benefit [105]. In this way, CBM optimization can be modeled either as a Markov [80,106]
or a semi-Markov decision process [96]. It can also refer to the proportional hazards model [75].
Alternatively, Monte Carlo simulation represents a valuable approach since it enables modeling a large
set of realistic scenarios [107,108]. In large multi-component systems, analytical models are indeed less
effective than simulation models, as proven by Markov models [109,110], continuous-time Markov,
time hidden-Markov chains [111,112], gamma processes [113,114] or competition/cooperative heuristic
hybrid games [115]. The genetic algorithm has been used as well in combination with Monte Carlo
simulation [107] or for risk management associated with strategy selection [116]. The computation of
relevant thresholds is a central issue for CBM, especially in multi-component settings. Their calculation
is usually based on costs [108] or failure probability [84]. In practical terms, one can imagine that there
is no single optimum strategy, especially considering imperfect maintenance actions and short-run
availability constraints [113]. In this context, CBM should be linked to inventory, as for the (s, S) strategy
(i.e., variable spare part order quantity to reach the maximum stock level S to be scheduled only below a
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certain level of the inventory s) [80]. Such inventory strategy can be further improved if combined with
the condition-based replacement strategy, named as the (T, S, s, Lp) strategy, where T is the inspection
interval, S is the maximum stock level, s is the reorder level and Lp is the preventive replacement
threshold [117]. For multi-component systems, multiple competing failure modes should be considered
to correctly design a CBM strategy [118]. A preliminary distinction refers to internal degradation
and external shocks [119–121], which can include human-induced ones [101]. Another distinction is
on failure type—hard (i.e., abrupt) and soft failures (i.e., gradual) [122]. One advantage of CBM is its
capability of being independent from the failure mode, that is, being able to consider jointly multiple
failures modes (at least expect abrupt failure, where there is no evidence of a detectable precursor
signal) [123]. An example is represented by wind turbines, which can be affected by types of failure
even in relation to external operating conditions [109].

4.2.3. About Dependencies

A multi-component system involves some dependencies that cannot be neglected between
different components as well as with the environment. These dependencies are the main difference
between a single-unit strategy and a multi-component strategy. Based on this, in multi-component
systems the optimal maintenance and inventory decisions depend on the complete system. As asserted
before, these dependencies are the reason why reproducing the strategy for a single-component system
to a multi-component system could not be optimal [80,89] and a single-unit strategy can be applied to
a multi-unit system only if there are no dependencies inside it.

Based on this assumption, an important amount of contributions focuses on these dependencies,
their role and their management.

The most considered dependencies in literature are economical-oriented or structure-based,
with research also referring to stochastic dependencies [21]. The biggest part of the analyzed papers
agrees about the importance of the economical dependencies [21,75,84–86,89,94,97,98,102,116,124–127].
This kind of dependence can be approached in two main ways, that is, grouping maintenance
and opportunistic maintenance. The former is suitable in those settings when reliability is less
important than economic requirements or when the multi-component system has a high level
of structural dependencies. The latter is more suitable when there are several stochastically
failing parts or high-reliability requirements [85]. Structural dependencies represent the structural
and static relationships between different components, mainly represented by technical dependencies
or performance dependencies [98,124]. Considering structural dependencies, component repair
or replacement may require or inhibit additional components to be maintained. The literature
presents rather limited contributions referred to the investigation of this dependency [97,125],
with some attempts aimed at interfacing economical and structural dependencies, modeling the latter
based on the former [102]. Stochastic dependencies entail the deterioration or failure processes
of components that are partially or totally dependent, for failure-induced damage, load sharing
or common-mode deterioration [89,102,116]. Further types of dependencies include resources
management, that is, maintenance activities can be performed only if the required resources are
available (i.e., maintenance worker restrictions, tool restrictions, spares restrictions, transport restrictions
and budget restrictions) [128]. In this context, spare parts acquire a central role, since they have to be
available for the actual CBM implementation [128].

Different approaches have been proposed for the definition and the management of dependencies
in a system, required for a full comprehension of their influence on CBM implementation. Risk-attitude
becomes relevant for the optimization of the parameters—when a subject is risk-neutral, the optimal
strategy should consider the minimization of the cost rate; when a subject is risk-adverse or risk-seeking,
the strategy should consider the stochastic dominant rules [129]. For economic dependencies, the most
frequent strategies are complete clustering [130], inspection-driven clustering [99], opportunistic
clustering and optimal clustering [124]. For structural dependencies, thresholds for opportunistic
replacement and preventive replacement or threshold for preventive replacement and probability
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thresholds for grouping replacements [89]. Finally, for what concern the stochastic dependencies,
the most applied strategies are the threshold for preventive replacement and the thresholds for
preventive imperfect repair and preventive replacement [131], as well as copulas, motivated by their
particular flexibility and simplicity in modeling multi-dimensional variables [129,132].

4.3. Replacement and Inspections Management and Plan and Actual Machinery Health State

This research factor includes 42 (of 386) contributions. It explores maintenance strategies that rely
only on the actual state of the machinery, discussing specific inspection and replacement strategies
and respective maintenance plans. As a premise, it is worth separating the two ways state information
can be collected from a machine, that is, directly (the measured parameter that directly determines a
failure process) or indirectly (provides associated information, which is influenced by the component
condition but is not a direct measure of the failure process) [133,134].

4.3.1. About Inspection

Common practices for inspection management start from the development of a model for machine
reliability based on its historical failure data [135]. Nowadays, it has been recognized the need to
integrate such static data with real-time ones, as proved (e.g.,) by the adoption of the Kalman filter
where even a shorter increment time for every step can improve model accuracy [136]. The evidence
of the condition of one or more components can be correlated both with efficiency and inspection
intervals [137]. Nevertheless, considering the computational efforts of the method, it should be used
only for those elements in a minimum cut set as obtained from a fault tree analysis or a Petri net
model failure [136]. The inspection interval is strictly correlated with the typology of deterioration to
consider [138].

For Markovian or semi-Markovian deterioration models, the effectiveness of a multi-variate
process capability index supports the integration of equipment multiple parameters into a synthetic
equipment health index [135]. The LAD ensures reasonable performance to evaluate the health state
and consequently to predict the survivability of a machine [139]. Risk factors should be considered
and integrated through proportional hazards models to extract information from the signals obtained
during CM [134]. A correct signal estimation is essential to the proper implementation of replacement
and inspection policies [140,141]. Nevertheless, since the validity of the results can be compromised
by an excessive number of variables compared to available instances, it becomes necessary to reduce,
if possible, their number (e.g., through PCA, principal components analysis) [142]. PCA has been
combined with the proportional hazards model for time-dependent stochastic covariates in real
settings [143]. Parameter estimation can be implemented online and offline, with an increasing interest
in real-time online settings [141].

4.3.2. About Replacement

Replacement strategy should refer to a precise machinery health state assessment and aim at
minimizing the expected total discounted cost, especially in partially observable systems [140,141,144–146].
Costs minimization can be modelled as a Markov decision process whose state contains the probability
distribution of system deterioration levels [144]. In theoretical terms, a component can be preventively
replaced if its associated risk of failure exceeds a pre-determined threshold, as for the data obtained from
inspections, which have a non-negligible cost [133,147]. The role of the interval for an inspection is linked
even with the development of a significant critical level about an objective function for replacement, (e.g.,)
expected cost per unit time, the expected downtime per unit time or other reliability measures [148].
In simpler approaches, the maintenance threshold is usually fixed, while it could be of interest to
link it to other parameters related to costs, downtime and reliability [149,150]. On these assumptions,
replacement becomes tightly related to inspections to trade-off the cost associated with inspection
frequency and potential induced failure costs due to non-replaced components [147,151,152]. More frequent
inspections provide detailed information about the system conditions and avoid unnecessary replacements.
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A two stages approach can be applied to model this trade-off—the first stage assumes inspections costs as
negligible in a partial replacement strategy; the second stage relaxes the assumption through an A * heuristic
algorithm to refine the replacement strategy [133]. The application of the Weibull proportional-hazards
model for determining the optimal replacement strategy provided relevant results [143,153]. It has been
used as a Weibull baseline hazard combined with a Markov process for modeling equipment lifetime [153]
and in combination with time-dependent stochastic covariates to describe the system failure rate [143].

4.4. Prognosis Management and Plan

This RF includes 103 (of 386) contributions that discuss RUL or future health state prediction for
a machine. RF4 is complementary to RF3 because it is integrated with maintenance strategies that
consider both the actual and the future health state, integrating prognostics both at a management
and at a plan level.

From a theoretical perspective, four main steps constitute a prognostics process—data acquisition,
health indicator construction, health stage division and RUL prediction [154]. A major challenge in
predicting RUL is the uncovering of the relationships between quantitative measures and damage
states [155], exploring direct or indirect state variables. Direct state variables are usually analyzed
via regression-based models, Brownian motion with drift (Wiener processes [156]), gamma processes
and Markovian-based models; indirect ones via stochastic filtering-based models, covariate based
hazard models and Hidden Markov model (HMM) and hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM)
based methods [14]. Another distinction consists of model-based approaches and data-driven
approaches [157]. The former relies on developing physics models of failure or degradation, while
the latter is based on data transformation directly from sensor outputs into models, especially valuable
if adopting artificial intelligence [2,155]. Experience-based prognostics (or reliability-based prognostics)
can be considered as a hybrid approach based on using knowledge from experience feedbacks
gathered during a significant period (maintenance data, operating data, failure times, etc.) to adjust
the parameters of some predefined reliability models [158].

From a methodological point of view, some methods have been largely used within prognostics,
that is, fuzzy logic, Monte Carlo simulation, neural networks, Kalman filters, Wavelet methods,
Bayesian models, Support Vector Machines, Markov and semi-Markov models. All these techniques
are rarely used standalone since their integration usually provides more advantageous results [159].
The fuzzy process has been investigated especially on bearings [160–163]. In combination with
the Weibull distribution and neural networks, fuzzy logic can manage nonlinear time series [160].
Similarly, it is possible to mix fuzzy c-means (a user-friendly method for pattern recognition) with
the lifting wavelet packet decomposition, that is, the most used time-frequency analysis method [161].
This composed method assures the user a simplified set of parameters and it has been further expanded
including a support vector data description to increase robustness to outliers and degradation
assessment [162]. Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems can also be mixed with high-order particle
filtering [163]. Monte Carlo simulation is particularly relevant for modern applications since it
remains valid in nonlinear systems [164]. It can be effectively combined with Hidden Markov
models [159] or Bayesian networks [165–167]. Kalman filter has been used to increase prediction
accuracy, even if it requires a large amount of data to be implemented [168]. Some extensions of
Kalman filter have been tested to relax the assumption on the linear system dynamics model with
Gaussian noise [169,170]. The wavelet packet–empirical mode decomposition has been applied
for feature extraction in combination with the self-organization mapping to evaluate performance
degradation [171]. To extract system features, the wavelet transform has been combined with
support vector regression [172,173]. The wavelet decomposition has been also used as a basis for
the development of health indexes [174]. In this regard, it is important to note that the decomposition
level of the wavelet has generally an impact on prediction accuracy [173]. The effectiveness of support
vector machines for RUL prediction has been confirmed standalone [175] or even if applied in a Cox
proportional hazard model for the estimation of the survival function of a system [176]. Bayesian
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logic guarantees correct uncertainty management, especially in light of parameter estimation dynamic
updates [177]. A dynamic Bayesian approach enables more flexible Hidden Markov models [178]
and remains effective even if combined with a particle filter algorithm [179]. A Bayesian model
can be used to iteratively evaluate the probability of failure of a component, mainly in the case of
individual failure modes [180]. Neural networks and especially deep neural networks, are applicable
for dimensionality reduction problems [181,182] In data management context, self-organizing map
neural networks can be applied as a feature-level fusion algorithm [183]. Additional neural network
based approaches include a Weibull failure rate function to reduce the noise effect [184,185] or
the adoption of a recurrent two layers structure, that is, the Elman context layer and the Jordan
context layer [186]. Interesting considerations can be done even about the use of wavelet neural
networks in prognostics [187]. They can also be combined with wavelets to produce a joint approach
particularly flexible for non-linear failure modes analyses [187]. Markov and semi-Markov models have
been largely adopted due to their flexibility for both diagnosis and prognosis which counterbalances
their challenging design and training [188–196]. Hidden Markov models ensure effective results
even without data pre-processing and remain valuable to reduce the computational complexity
in multi-sensor systems [189], especially in case of no knowledge on previous failure states [190]
or to include environmental factors via belief rule-based methodologies [191]. In general, hidden
semi-Markov models are preferable since they guarantee more realistic applicability if compared to
Markov chains [193].

The performance of any prognosis model should be assessed based on different metrics referring
to three major categories—algorithm performance metrics, computational performance metrics
and cost-benefit metrics [197]. The most frequent metrics are accuracy, precision, mean square
error and mean absolute percentage error [198]. When human experts are involved, it becomes
necessary to provide a measure of the consistency of the judgments and their influence on the entire
process [199]. Similar observations remain valid for the reliability of the sensors networks [200]. In this
context, the 5S methodology can be used to convert raw data in prognostics information [201] via 5
steps, that is, streamline, smart processing, synchronize & see, standardize and sustain.

4.5. Other

Besides the major factors previously discussed, it is possible to isolate some minor sub-factors
referred to very specific domains, inductively identified after full-text reading—(i) maintenance
scheduling for wind farms, (ii) lot-sizing optimization for maintenance, (iii) CBM for
electrical components.

4.5.1. Maintenance Scheduling for Wind Farms

The 6 papers in this area deal with scheduling of maintenance tasks, evolving traditional time-based
maintenance [202], as discussed (e.g.,) through a risk-based model for offshore wind turbines [203].
The approach relies on the pre-posterior Bayesian decision theory to quantify indirect information about
the damage state of critical components [203]. Alternative approaches for wind turbines rely on Markov
decision process models to develop an optimal cost-effective maintenance strategy [204] or discrete
event simulation to include stochastic hourly and seasonal loading [205]. An innovative mixed-integer
optimization model for maintenance scheduling is proposed to rely on sensor-driven interventions,
via a Bayesian prognostic model [206]. The approach has been further extended considering the effects
of maintenance on network operation [207].

4.5.2. Lot-Sizing Optimization for Maintenance

This minor sub-factor including just 3 documents refers to contributions dealing with
the integration of maintenance with production aspects linked to lot-sizing.

Sampling models do not consider interactions with production, inventory and maintenance
aspects [208].
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One of these models suggests the minimization of an objective function defined by costs constrained
on production quality. Through the proposed numerical examples, several functional inter-connections
are defined between maintenance, production, inventory and quality.

A similar contribution adopting a slightly different objective function in this context is the long-run
expected average cost per unit time, acknowledging multiple costs such as shortage, set-up, maintenance,
inventory holding and lost production costs [209]. Relying on the same costs, another research presents
a joint optimization model of production lot-sizing and CBM for a multi-component production system
to meet in a finite time horizon demand schedule [210].

4.5.3. CBM for Electrical Components

This sub-factor includes 15 contributions which deal with CBM for electrical components, as
investigated by Chinese scholars. These contributions encompass maintenance decision-making aspects
and risk-based strategies [211–213], mostly concerning very specific technical issues, (e.g.,) electrical
transmission equipment and the power transmission system [214,215] or electrical substation [216].
In this case, the minimization of an integrated risk cost function including equipment failure risk
and grid operation risk factors has been solved via a Tabu search algorithm [215]. Another document
adopts the Marquardt method in combination with Weibull distribution fitting and refers to how
post-failure statistical analysis has low significance for electrical failure rate estimation [217]. The same
method has been combined with a fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to prioritize events and reliability
levels for life cycle failure rates of electrical power transformers [218].

5. Discussion

This section aims to discuss and critically reflect on the results of the literature review. Firstly,
a bibliometric discussion is proposed, as a complementary explorative dimension to the detailed
analysis of RFs proposed in Section 4. Then, the topics of each RFs are critically re-discussed to give a
synthetic overview of the current status of the literature.

5.1. Bibliometric-Driven Discussion

An analysis of the citations of each RF offers some tangible measures on the topic being investigated
(see Figure 4). Note that Figure 4 excludes a highly cited paper ascribed to RF4 ([2], 2271 citations,
while average citations are 85.57) which reviews both diagnosis and prognosis, with a focus on
RUL prediction.
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Figure 4 clarifies that the most relevant RFs in recent years are RF2 and RF4. Such results
can be explained by two main reasons—the increasing interest in multi-component systems as for
RF2 [21,98,124]; the evolution of sensors technologies as well as the evolution of machine learning
and data management techniques as for RF4 [154,160,169,219].

A peak in the citations graph referred to RF2 can be easily observed (1997), followed by a substantial
decrease in citations for the following papers. 1997 includes a contribution dealing with the application
of multiple mathematical models in maintenance [220]. This latter represents a milestone for CBM
since it emphasizes topics that remain largely relevant even today, that is, inspection maintenance,
maintenance for multi-component systems and maintenance management information systems.

Analysing RF4, one can note that there is a peak of citations and published contributions from
2005 to 2012, which is reflected also by an increase in the number of contributions—11 documents
per year (2009–2012), 2 contributions per year (2005–2009), 4 contributions per year (2012 onwards).
Contributions over these years are highly cited since they refer to important reviews on topics
considerably debated in the CBM field, (e.g., prognostics and rotating machines [14,132]). Specifically,
the peak in 2005 can be ascribed to References [188,221]—the former suggests the application of a
large-scale hidden Markov model for both diagnosis and prognosis, demonstrating how it can improve
RUL prediction; the latter critically reflects on diagnosis and prognosis. In 2007, two further highly-cited
contributions present the applicability of hidden semi-Markov models in prognostics and confirm
their effectiveness [193,222]. The most relevant document in 2009 is the review of prognostics for
rotating machines, which remains a topic of large interest in industrial settings [22]. This review is
then integrated by the paper published in 2011 including data-driven approaches, which have been
progressively investigated over recent years [14].

The analysis of contributions in RF3 reveals how its early contributions have received considerable
research interest over the years, with a decreasing trend for more recent contributions. Documents
published until 2002 collect about 40% of the total citations of this RF, proving its recent saturation.
Most recognized research in RF3 spans over replacement policy management [153], actual machinery
health state assessment [136] and inspections interval management [137].

Citations analysis of RF1 reveals three peaks, that is, 1995, 2000 and 2007, respectively due
to References [12,54,56]. The first document [12] is a milestone document summarizing different
maintenance settings, including CBM, while the other ones [54,56] discuss optimization of maintenance
policy selection using the analytic hierarchy process, a well-known and consolidated technique.

In conclusion, one can observe how RF4 and RF2 appear as the RFs with the largest overall
number of citations, with a higher trend for RF4 over recent years, proving its attractiveness for
contemporary scholars.

5.2. Future Research

For what concerns RF1, 50% of its contributions have been published by 2010. It is, therefore, a RF
including essential contributions used as references (and thus highly co-cited) for many aspects of
CBM, such as its theoretical fundamentals and its main steps. This observation implies that RF1 is
the most various RF, dealing mostly with abstract topics. The importance of CBM for cost management
has been clearly underlined and specified in all papers analysed in this review. Cost-effectiveness
is one of the basic criteria for proper maintenance and the reduction of maintenance costs can
help increasing enterprise profit [51], to compete in the modern global business landscape [223].
Nevertheless, the equipment is becoming more complicated and sophisticated, with a consequent
growth of maintenance costs [63], starting from the decision-making process [53]. In conclusion,
the continuous pressure on companies to reduce costs and improve customer satisfaction motivated
increasingly detailed examinations of maintenance practices and strategies [224]. Such observations
become considerably relevant for equipment or plants with a higher cost and high availability
constraints, such as marine propulsion plants. A typical example is represented by propulsion systems,
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because several propulsion components are periodically subjected to expensive maintenance works to
restore, as far as possible, their original design characteristics [39].

The relationship between CBM and the evolution of technologies has been widely discussed.
The correct choice about technologies can be fundamental for the implementation of a suitable
prognosis, nowadays recognized as a key feature for any successful maintenance strategy [17].
This area relies on sensor and information system technologies [225,226], whose technical progress
enabled significant evolution in CBM, mainly linked to remote dynamic data collection [99,227,228].
The use of machine learning is still an open topic concerning such advancements especially for RUL
and future health state prediction. Examples in this sense are represented by the application of support
vector machine [175,176] or neural networks [62,65] and their derived self-organizing maps [64,171].
A large number of papers suggests the application of hidden semi-Markov model [159,189,196] or
hidden Markov model [112,190,229] for diagnosis or prognosis.

Data management for CBM appears still as an immature research area, with several open
challenges at different levels. Several CBM approaches are data-driven [47,230] and as such scarcity,
incompleteness or miss of data require a dedicated approach for its compensation [231]. The handling
of missing data is a crucial aspect for modern CBM implementation and in general for the management
of asset-related maintenance, to support CBM decision analysis [66]. Due to the different properties of
processed CBM data [42], the conversion and integration of multiple data from sensors are usually
challenging [201,232]. Due to the growth of new technologies [67] and the widespread application of
machine learning in the field of CBM, a deeper investigation in this direction seems necessary.

Another promising research area, not deeply investigated, refers to the effects of human factors for
CBM. Research should analyze human-induced failure scenarios emergent from erroneous functional
dependencies, including human reliability and functional characteristics of human error, as well as its
main performance influencing factors [101]. It is important to clarify the need for integrating technical,
human and organizational aspects of maintenance activities [21,100,101].

RUL prediction is another largely discussed research area, which involves aspects of
the degradation processes that affect a system—different degradation processes need different RUL
prediction approaches [85,167,168,184]. As such, a proper comprehension of the degradation processes
is a cornerstone for this research area, with even more research desirable to develop more accurate
models for several of their effects [124,233].

When referring to real operating settings, research on multi-component systems become
fundamental, forcing to model both economic, stochastic, structural and resource dependencies [97,125].
Future research should encompass mainly the resource dependencies, which are less investigated so
far [21].

Finally, more systemic approaches linked to CBM should be investigated within industrial settings,
such as the integration of lot-sizing and maintenance actions [208–210] or the optimization of a
maintenance strategy considering economic manufacturing quantity [234].

6. Conclusions

CBM is a wide research area. Its effectiveness and impact on industrial settings have been largely
recognized and proved via multiple empirical research projects in a variety of contexts. This research
aimed at uncovering the structure of the field, epitomizing its main streams of research. The proposed
bibliometric approach defined 4 main research areas, able to capture synthetically the domain.

The field has been investigated in terms of policy, strategies and implementation plans, compared
with traditional ones. In this regard, research contributions have been differentiated between simpler
single-unit systems and more realistic multi-component ones. This distinction presents different
perspectives both at theoretical and operational levels for inspection, replacement and prognosis.

A large set of methods have been used standalone or integrated for CBM different steps, with a
promising tendency over recent years towards artificial intelligence and machine learning. Nevertheless,
new challenges are already open in front of contemporary and future technological developments—more
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specific component degradation models, the integration of CBM in multi-component multi-sensor
systems, in light of global optimization functions and the analysis of humans and machine interactions
in a progressively more digitalized era.
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Abbreviations

In this section are summarized all the abbreviations encountered in the various sections of the paper. Abbreviations
are presented in alphabetical order.

Abbreviation Meaning
ABR Age-Based Replacement
AHP Analytic Hierarchy Process
CBM Condition-Based Maintenance
CM Condition Monitoring
HMM Hidden Markov Model
HSMM Hidden Semi-Markov Model
ICT Information And Communication Technology
LAD Logical Analysis Of Data
PCA Principal Component Analysis
RCM Reliability-Centered Maintenance
RF Research Factor
RUL Remaining Useful Life
TBM Time-Based Maintenance
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